
Content Strategy

+ Design

Environment

has been

changed

forever

Brain teaser

help set the

stage to this

session

"Attendees want

more choice, about

how they spend

their time and

where and how

they engage" -

Erica Spoor

"Audience

size is not

always a sign

of success."

Erica Spoor

...

"Bigger is

not always

better" -

Erica Spoor

...

...

"Allison and I

are trying to

raise the

visibility of the

content

professional" -

Erica Spoor

"Start with

something small

to create a content

repository" -Erica

Spoor

...

How do we get

visibility into

the content we

have so we

don't recreate? -

Mary Fernstrom

... ...

Recap In-

Person

session Content

Strategy

Best

Practices

Content

Engagement

Strategy

Customer

Journey

It is so

challenging  to

get organization

to use the great

content we have

folks that have

been more

successful don't

seem to have

content stored in

annual events tool

getting mp4,

and emailing

people seems

"crude"

getting

stakeholders

involved earlier to

learn how to use

content post-

event/series

Repurposing

content is

much harder

for clients

give session style

- make sure

session types

were offering in

hybrid

environment align

Content Strategy

+ Design

Erica Spoor

Allison Crooker Allison Crooker

Erica Spoor

Erica

Q&A

Strategy for

audiences

that are

digital + in-

person 

Pre-

recording

content

"Meet people

where they

are at" -Erica

Spoor

On-Demand:

How might

we increase

engagement?

Digital

Best

Practices

Celebrity

keynotes 

Breakout

Sessions: loyal

customers

keep coming

back for 

Why offer

them in

person?

Successful

digital 

Successful

facilitating

engagement

digitally
roundtables

MC host

Meet the

experts

How will we

reinvent digital

experiences

back to in-

person?

Are we going

to continue

doing long 2

hour

keynotes?

Value

Prop

realigning

Keynotes

average

60-90

min

event

professionals

are struggling to

get keynotes cut

down shorter

We see

keynotes

return to pre-

pandemic

lengths

trying to

bring in more

interactive

sessions

fewer

presenter

formats; more

peer to peer

Deep

dive

training

in person

Stakeholder

management

is

challenging

constantly

balancing many

needs, wants

and desires of a

lot of

stakeholders

alignment

with goals

is a

challenge

a lot of

employees

don't want to

travel unless

it's sales facing

value prop

for in-

person has

to be so

strong

want

flexibility in

space and

time - choice

realizing that

with change in

preferences,

bigger is not

always better

Audience

size is not

always a sign

of success

behavior driven

by: preferences,

financial burden,

family,

disabilities,

safety

audience

behaviour and

psychographics

are really

important

breakouts

getting

shorter

we want

content to be

more

digestible in

shorter formats

it is not

multiple

versions but

the same thing

repeated

Content

needs

Format

less technical

content will

be a shorter

session technical

content -

45-60 mins

w Q&A

digital gives us

the opportunity

to have more

tools in the

toolbox

"The further along

the customer

curve we go, the

more in-person

the content

delivery is" -

Allison Crooker

consideration:

get deeper and

do a digital

experience (ex.

test drive)

See

graph

as we move further

along this curve,

more in person -

more invested they

are about being in-

person

what does the

brand look like

from an

environmental

design

standpoint?

Everpresent

circle 

given us a place

to land on what

we're going to

do and how

we're going to

do it

"We’ve been seeing some

interesting co-planning and

use of designs, demos,

envrionmental build being

shared between the EBC

program and events. And of

course creating space for

EBC activity onsite at a

proprietary conference. Even

to the level of sharing

budgets." - Tom Maher

Erica and Allison

do see these in

the industry -

need to get

better planning

for them SME that do

well at EBC are

the SMEs that

do well as

event speakers

EBC part of

customer

marketing

team

start with

end sight

in mind

most of our

clients have a lot

more control

over webinar

series for

example

much

easier said

then done 

event

content as

a

repository

build

momentum

out of

something

small

syndication

Example:

webinar

series

build up to

something more

robust and

bigger that

creates a bigger

repository

It is so

challenging

to not let go

content go

unused

puzzle

getting rest of

organization

to use

Shared

Challenges

no one owns

the

leveragability

of the content

have had to

put content

in multiple

places

digital asset

management

system

need for a

dedicated

owner 

"chicken

and the

egg"

I don't want to

use the

content if i

don't see it

first

Ally: different

groups are

leveraging the

content, it's just a

very manual

process

"What is the

current thinking

on charging for

digital on-

demand

content?" - Ruth

gate or

not

gate? 

significantly

reduce

number of

views

precedent issue:

if we've been

charging what

do we charge in

the future?

subscription

and format

preferences

salesforce

model -

streaming

content

other

opportunity is

online

universities /

certifications

with platforms

technology is

a restriction

for some

companies

"we are all media

companies! if we

start to think about

it that way it does

change the whole

model" - Allison

Crooker

subscription

model

becomes

more

palatable

single sign on

so you have a

profile -

access more

things

we haven't

solved it but

are in

coversations

its difficult to

get people to

buy in - but

once they are

in it is brilliant

Nov 16-17

Join the

Event

Content

Council!

Meeting!

Erica

Spoor!

Julius

Solaris!

https://

info.impactpointgr

oup.com/event-

content-council-

annual-meeting-

2022

on production

side, our job to

make content

more exciting,

even in short

amount of time

audience

attention

span is

constantly

shortening

production

can help

underscore

the emotion

Richard

production

cost limits the

amount of

detail that can

go into event 

often Keynote

gets a

majority of

the budget

build in

moments of

surprise; doesn't

need to be

flashy or

expensive


